
The Haunted House

1. Adjective

2. Present Tense Verb

3. Number

4. Fictional Creatures

5. Adjective

6. Verb Past Tense

7. Noun

8. Noun
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The Haunted House

It was a(n) [ Adjective ] autumn night. A few friends & I had gone out for a midnight stroll. The fog was

so thick we could barely [ Present Tense Verb ]. Suddenly, the mist cleared, revealing an old Victorian house.

Either it had been ransacked by [ Number ] filthy [ Fictional Creatures ], or it had been abandoned long

ago. The door was ajar, and since we were young and [ Adjective ], we [ Verb Past Tense ] inside. The

darkness smothered what little light our phones emitted. But we could see that a large [ Noun ] was

propped up in the fireplace, and a portrait of a little girl holding a(n) [ Noun ] hung crooked above the

mantle. We ventured up the staircase, shards of a shattered [ Noun ] crunching beneath our feet.

Suddenly we heard shuffling! "[ Exclamation ], [ Your Name ]! What was that?!" one of my friends

shrieked, instinctively clutching my [ Part of Body ] in fear. "It's probably just a cute, cuddly [

Animal ] that's trying to stay warm," I quipped. "Don't be such a(n) [ Silly Sounding Word ]." Upstairs,

we found a child's bedroom. The [ Noun ]-print wallpaper was ripped and the doll house in the corner

was caked in [ Something Gross ]. The shuffling sound again! We turned to see a little girl wearing a tattered

[ Article of clothing ]. "Do you want to [ Verb Base Form ]?" she asked. We [ Verb Past Tense ] 

down the stairs and out the door, screaming [ Adjective ] murder! Still in disbelief, the next day we

walked back to the field. We found a muddy [ Same as eight ], but the house was gone!
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